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COBRA CUFFS TESTIMONIALS
“The product is much easier to carry, deploy, and store than traditional cuffs.”
- Deputy, VA Beach Sheriff’s Office

“…very easy to use.”
- Correctional Officer, James River (ND) Correctional Center

“…provides very quick cuffing capability.”
- Deputy, Lee County (FL) Sheriff’s Office

“…good product – highly recommended.”
- Deputy, Passaic County (NJ) Sheriff’s Office

“…ideal for our needs.”
- Deputy, James River (ND) Correctional Center
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

Simply love them. Easy to use, easy to cut off, easy to carry on a molle vest. I have used them in hands on
operations, taking subjects into custody and could not have asked for anything more. The drug task force I am detailed
to just sent out a request to order … Thanks for sending them out to look at. I know we will be buying more shortly.
Special Agent
DHS-ICE Homeland Security Investigations
Blaine, WA 98230
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

We are very pleased with the new super cuffs, or "Cobra Cuffs", and the cutting/rescue tool. We have used the Cobra
Cuffs on numerous search warrants,SWAT calls,and K9 searches. The versatile, modular style of your cuff makes is
easier to carry multiple sets of cuffs, on our vests, and also can carry a few extras in our cargo pockets when folded
up. The speed, and ease of your cuffs is like no other cuff. We will most certainly be ordering more cuffs from you in
the future!
Birmingham, AL Police Department
Tactical/K9 Division
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
The ease of use, durability, along with the double-locking capability of this disposable restraint system has gained high praise from
our law enforcement and corrections experts that have had the opportunity to try your product while training at our facilities.
Not only that, but your product was the main restraint system used in the CERT competition, which is one of only two corrections
based tactical events that is held in the eastern part of the U.S. (second to the Mock Prison Riots –a federally funded program). In
my professional opinion, consisting of over twenty years of law enforcement, you have well demonstrated your commitment to safety
and excellence among your peers throughout the state of North Carolina and abroad…
North Carolina Department of Justice
NC Justice Academy
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